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Integrating Soft Computing into Strategic Prospective Methods: Towards an Adaptive Learning Environment Supported by Futures Studies (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2019

	
		This book discusses how to build optimization tools able to generate better future studies. It aims at showing how these tools can be used to develop an adaptive learning environment that can be used for decision making in the presence of uncertainties. The book starts with existing fuzzy techniques and multicriteria decision making...
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Developing Application Frameworks in .NETApress, 2004
Application frameworks, which provide a base of common services on which  applications are built, offer the benefits of extensibility, modularity, and  reusability of both code and design to your applications. This book explains  what frameworks are and how they fit into applications, and offers many  object-oriented techniques used in...
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Reporting Technical InformationOxford University Press, 2001

	The leading text in technical writing, Reporting Technical Information introduces students to all aspects of technical communication, including letters, proposals and progress reports, recommendation reports, research reports, instructions, and oral reports. Continuing the esteemed tradition of its predecessors, the tenth edition...
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Office 2003 XML for Power Users (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2004

	SINCE ITS INTRODUCTION in the late 1990s, XML has revolutionized the way data is

	stored, manipulated, and shared. XML has made it possible for applications written

	in different programming languages (and running on different operating systems)

	to exchange any type of information. XML also allows different

	organizations to...
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Project Management Simulation with PTB Project Team BuilderSpringer, 2012

	“The Project Team Builder (PTB) meets the need for an effective teaching and training tool of project management. The software introduces the user to the full dynamics of project planning, monitoring and control, moving scenario-wise from the easy, fundamental issues to the more involved, complex ones. Based on a sound conceptual...
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Special Edition Using Storage Area NetworksQue, 2002
Special Edition Using Storage Area Networks opens with an overview of the need for data storage in an enterprise environment, the different types of data storage devices, and existing data storage techniques. The authors build on that foundation with an exploration of the evolution of SAN, the various networking models and data-centric...
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Design Patterns in C#: A Hands-on Guide with Real-World ExamplesApress, 2018

	Get hands-on experience with each Gang of Four design pattern using C#. For each of the patterns, you’ll see at least one real-world scenario, a coding example, and a complete implementation including output.

	

	
		In the first part of Design Patterns in C#, you will cover the 23 Gang of Four (GoF) design...
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Learning DHTMLX Suite UIPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create your first single-page JavaScript application using multiple DHTMLX components and a touch of HTML5


	Overview

	
		Learn how to install and use DHTMLX methods and events
	
		Store data in HTML5 local storage
	
		Learn how to develop a client-side application using DHTMLX and browser...
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Ocp: Oracle8I Dba SQL and Pl/SQL Study Guide : Exam 1Z0-001Sybex, 2000
There is high demand and competition for professionals in the Information Technology (IT) industry, and the Oracle Certified Professional (OCP) certification is the hottest credential in the database world. You have made the right decision to pursue certification: Being an OCP will give you a distinct advantage in this highly competitive market....
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Liver Disease: A Clinical CasebookSpringer, 2019

	
		This clinical casebook provides a concise yet comprehensive state-of-the-art review of liver disease. Presented in a case-based format, each case features a scenario centered on a different variant of liver disease, with sections on case history, diagnosis/assessment, treatment, outcomes, alternative approaches, and clinical pearls....
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Inventor Confidential: The Honest Guide to Profitable InventingHarperCollins, 2021

	
		The road to licensing a profitable, innovative product or technology is riddled with curves, holes, and rocky cliffs. The President of the United Inventors Association shows inventors, innovators, and makers a better path towards monetizing your creations and how to avoid the get-rich-quick scammers.

	...
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Lessons in Project ManagementApress, 2011

	Most of the project management books on the market are basically textbooks. They are dry to begin with, and don't focus on the practical advice that most people need to run their projects. Lessons in Project Management, Second Edition does not assume that you are a project manager building a nuclear reactor or sending a...
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